Advancing Discontinuous Fiber-Reinforced Composites above Critical Length for Replacing Current Dental Composites and Amalgam
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Clinicians have been aware that posterior dental particulate-filled composites (PFCs) have many placement disadvantages and indeed fail clinically at an average rate faster than amalgam alloys. Secondary caries is most commonly identified as the chief failure mechanism for both dental PFCs and amalgam. In terms of a solution, fiber-reinforced composites (FRCs) above critical length (Lc) can provide mechanical property safety factors with compound molding packing qualities to reduce many problems associated with dental PFCs. Discontinuous chopped fibers above the necessary Lc have been incorporated into dental PFCs to make consolidated molding compounds that can be tested for comparisons with PFC controls on mechanical properties, wear resistance, void-defect occurrence and packing ability to reestablish the interproximal contact. Further, imaging characterizations can aid in providing comparisons for FRCs with other materials using scanning electron microscopy, atomic force microscopy and photographs. Also, the amalgam filling material has finally been tested by appropriate ASTM flexural bending methods that eliminate shear failure associated with short span lengths in dental standards for comparison with dental PFCs to best explain increased longevity for the amalgam when compared to dental PFCs. Accurate mechanical tests also provide significant proof for superior advantages with FRCs. Mechanical properties tested included flexural strength, yield strength, modulus, resilience, work of fracture, critical strain energy release and critical stress intensity factor. FRC molding compounds with fibers above Lc extensively improve all mechanical properties over PFC dental paste and over the amalgam for all mechanical properties except modulus. The dental PFC also demonstrated superior mechanical properties over the amalgam except modulus to provide a better explanation for increased PFC failure due to secondary caries. With lower PFC modulus, increased adhesive bond breakage is expected from greater interlaminar shearing as the PFC accentuates straining defect compared to amalgam at the higher modulus tooth enamel margins during loading. Preliminary testing for experimental FRCs with fibers above Lc demonstrated three-body wear even less than enamel to reduce the possibility of marginal ditching as a factor in secondary caries seen with both PFCs and amalgam. Further, FRC molding compounds with chopped fibers above Lc properly impregnated with photcure resin can pack with condensing forces higher than the amalgam to eliminate voids in the proximal box commonly seen with dental PFCs and reestablish interproximal contacts better than amalgam. Subsequent higher FRC packing forces can aid in squeezing monomer, resin, particulate and nanofibers deeper into adhesive mechanical bond retention sites and then leave a higher concentration of insoluble fibers and particulate as moisture barriers at the cavity margins. Also, FRC molding compounds can incorporate triclosan antimicrobial and maintain a strong packing condensing force that cannot be accomplished with PFCs that form a sticky gluey consistency with triclosan. In addition, large FRC packing forces allow higher concentrations of the hydrophobic ethoxylated bis phenol A dimethacrylate (BisEMA) low-viscosity oligomer resin to reduce water sorption and solubility to then still maintain excellent consistency. Therefore, photocure molding compounds with fibers above Lc appear to have many exceptional properties and design capabilities as improved alternatives for replacing both PFCs and amalgam alloys in restorative dental care.
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Introduction

A breakthrough for a brand new class of fiber-reinforced composites (FRCs) above critical length (Lc) is identified by a molding compound material with fibers on the order of about 100 times longer than previous commercial dental composite products now available through the dental manufacturing industry. Dental FRCs and satisfying micromechanics above the critical length Lc [1, 2] have shown dramatic statistically significant improvements in mechanical test results over two conventional dental composites that are particulate-filled composites (PFCs) as either 3M Corporation Z100®, Kerr Corporation Herculite XRV® [1-6] or also a dental PFC with microfibers as Jeneric Pentron Alert® that can not fulfill Lc [2-4]. In addition, FRCs with fibers above Lc have statistically significantly improved all mechanical properties tested except modulus over the amalgam Kerr Corporation Tytin® [6], Table 1. Mechanical testing increases over dental PFCs by FRCs include flexural strength, modulus and flexural yield strength along with fracture toughness results for resilience, work of fracture (WOF), critical strain energy release (Sct) and critical stress intensity factor (Kic) [1-6].

In terms of the primary industrial development, FRCs have been a revolutionary advancement for Materials Science particularly in the sophisticated aerospace field mainly due to the low density and combined high mechanical properties for fibers that can produce strengths stronger than steel and specific strengths much stronger than steel [7, 8], Table 2. For example, E-glass and quartz fiber can have specific strengths approximately 4.5 and 9 times higher than steel respectively. Through independent materials improvement, photocure dental PFCs have been developed adequately commercially whereby in the United States PFCs have increased use in larger load-bearing molars [9, 10] and surpassed amalgam for the number of fillings placed in the late 1990s [9]. However, although it is known that the critical
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Table 1. Averages and T-test (p value) Comparisons Between Composites and Amalgam

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fiber Length (mm)</th>
<th>Flexural Strength (MPa)</th>
<th>Modulus of Elasticity (GPa)</th>
<th>Yield Strength (MPa)</th>
<th>Resilience (kJ/m²)</th>
<th>WOF (kJ/m²)</th>
<th>$S_u$ (kJ/m²)</th>
<th>$K_u$ (MPa*m²/2)</th>
<th>Strain at Peak Load</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.0 mm (PFC)</td>
<td>117.6</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>95.4</td>
<td>3.03</td>
<td>4.48</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>0.0079</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alert® (PFC) with microfibers</td>
<td>30wt% (28.2 Vf)</td>
<td>(0.0012)</td>
<td>(0.000102)</td>
<td>(0.01337)</td>
<td>(0.01882)</td>
<td>(5.1x10⁻⁵)</td>
<td>(0.16055)</td>
<td>(0.06584)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5 mm (FRC)</td>
<td>113.8</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>92.8</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>3.91</td>
<td>0.075</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>0.0062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0 mm (FRC)</td>
<td>173.6</td>
<td>26.2</td>
<td>126.1</td>
<td>3.84</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>0.097</td>
<td>2.77</td>
<td>0.0084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0 mm (FRC)</td>
<td>273.9</td>
<td>34.0</td>
<td>329.3</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>28.2</td>
<td>1.882</td>
<td>11.81</td>
<td>0.0124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0 mm (FRC)</td>
<td>374.9</td>
<td>31.5</td>
<td>343.5</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>30.1</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>12.01</td>
<td>0.0131</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Specific Properties for E-Glass, Quartz Fiber and High-Strength Steel

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Specific Gravity (g/cm³)</th>
<th>Tensile Strength (GPa)</th>
<th>Specific Strength (MPa*m¹/²)</th>
<th>Modulus of Elasticity (GPa)</th>
<th>Specific Modulus (GPa)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E-Glass</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>3.45</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>72.5</td>
<td>28.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quartz Fiber</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>32.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel Wire</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>2.39</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>28.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Evidence Based Randomized Controlled Trials

As best examples to explain superior amalgam longevity when compared to dental PFCs, in parallel randomized controlled trials carried out in Portugal and the United States between five to seven years failure rates were much higher for the dental PFC compared to amalgam [25, 26]. In one high evidenced based randomized controlled trial children were randomly assigned either a PFC or amalgam in posterior permanent teeth for a total of 1,748 restorations over a seven year period [26]. Subsequent failure rates revealed that PFCs were replaced 2.6 times more frequently than amalgam as compared to amalgam [25, 26]. Further, failure due to secondary caries was 3.5 times greater in PFCs than amalgam [26]. Another randomized controlled trial with 1,262 posterior permanent teeth restorations followed for two to five years also plainly showed that amalgam had a higher survival rate than PFC and that composites fail by secondary caries at a much greater rate than amalgam [25]. Also, PFCs overall required 7 times more repairs than amalgam and at five years 8 times more repair [25]. Differences for failures between amalgams and PFC were more accentuated in large restorations and fillings having more than three surfaces contained with a restorative material [25, 26]. Both randomized controlled trials together have been considered the strongest evidence that amalgams have lower failure rates compared to dental PFCs, in parallel randomized controlled trials together have been considered the strongest evidence that amalgams have lower failure rates compared to dental PFCs, in parallel randomized controlled trials together have been considered the strongest evidence that amalgams have lower failure rates compared to dental PFCs, in parallel randomized controlled trials together have been considered the strongest evidence that amalgams have lower failure rates compared to dental PFCs, in parallel randomized controlled trials together have been considered the strongest evidence that amalgams have lower failure rates compared to dental PFCs, in parallel randomized controlled trials together have been considered the strongest evidence that amalgams have lower failure rates compared to dental PFCs, in parallel randomized controlled trials together have been considered the strongest evidence that amalgams have lower failure rates compared to dental PFCs, in parallel randomized controlled trials together have been considered the strongest evidence that amalgams have lower failure rates compared to dental PFCs, in parallel randomized controlled trials together have been considered the strongest evidence that amalgams have lower failure rates compared to dental PFCs, in parallel randomized controlled trials together have been considered the strongest evidence that amalgams have lower failure rates compared to dental PFCs, in parallel randomized controlled trials together have been considered the strongest evidence that amalgams have lower failure rates compared to dental PFCs, in parallel randomized controlled trials together have been considered the strongest evidence that amalgams have lower failure rates compared to dental PFCs, in parallel randomized controlled trials together have been considered the strongest evidence that amalgams have lower failure rates compared to dental PFCs, in parallel randomized controlled trials together have been considered the strongest evidence that amalgams have lower failure rates compared to dental PFCs, in parallel randomized controlled trials together have been considered the strongest evidence that amalgams have lower failure rates compared to dental PFCs, in parallel randomized controlled trials together have been considered the strongest evidence that amalgams have lower failure rates compared to dental PFCs. PFCs increases with wider cavity preparations with less extent that higher amalgam longevity appears to be explained better in terms of the elastic modulus properties [6]. Marginal interlaminar shear stress by an occlusal masticatory load on filling material next to higher modulus enamel looks to be a significant problem for recurrent decay with low-modulus PFCs that deflect easily by loading [6]. In comparison much higher modulus amalgam fillings are decidedly more rigid against deflection [6].
As the PFC deflection is accentuated during loading compared to amalgam, marginal sealing by adhesive bonds with tooth structure would break more frequently with PFCs than an amalgam seal at the filling margin with the high modulus enamel [6]. Once the PFC filling adhesive bond is broken along the enamel marginal seal, PFCs are more susceptible than a sealed amalgam restoration to well-recognized marginal leakage of fluids. Marginal leakage can then result in subsequent bacterial growth into the open margin and enzymatic breakdown of the adhesive polymer bond leading to secondary caries [10, 32, 40]. Further, low modulus PFC will cause more strain to start polymer matrix microcracking [41, 42]. Actually, loading of a polymer speeds up moisture ingress by opening up polymer voids and starting microcracks that adsorb even more water [41, 42]. Subsequent moisture adsorption negatively damages the polymer matrix with a reduction in modulus, strength and hardness [42]. Related to defects at the margin, in an 8 year clinical study showing composites failed at a 2-3X greater rate than amalgams, significantly fewer coarse particle hybrid dental PFC fillings failed than smaller particle PFCs due to greater strength, higher modulus, less wear and less marginal fracture [18]. Testing to compare conditions between dry and water immersion with nine different PFC materials and approximately 6 samples per group showed that dry conditions provided 81% strength improvement over moisture exposure while smaller particulate filler had lower tensile strength values than larger particulate filler for both conditions [43].

From Table 1 mechanical properties clearly demonstrate that fibers above \( L_c \) control FRC material properties. Further, regressions for increasing fiber lengths are highly statistically significant for all experimental results, \( p < 1.1 \times 10^{-5} \) [6]. The \( L_c \) is a measure of the minimum perfectly aligned fiber dimension needed before maximum fiber stress transfer starts to occur within the cured resin [44-46]. According to the micromechanics in the most common dental photocure polymer matrix the \( L_c \) for a 9 \( \mu \)m diameter fiber is approximately 0.5 mm where most of the fiber will debond before the strength of the fiber can start to be utilized [2]. So, although the 0.5 mm fiber length group resulted in light reductions for the average in many mechanical properties compared to the PFC matrix, micromechanics predicts possible full debonding of the fiber before the fiber breaks so that the fiber might be acting as a defect when not longer than \( L_c \) [2]. As fiber aspect ratios increase describing increased fiber lengths relative to fiber diameters, strengths (tensile, flexural, yield and fatigue), modulus, and toughness (impact, resilience, WOF, \( S_b \), and \( K_b \)) all increase [2, 5, 6, 46-49]. Further, less overall polymerization shrinkage occurs with increasing aspect ratio, especially accentuated along the fiber axis [49-51], with lower shrinkage stress and lower creep [49]. Wear rates are lower related to FRC mechanical strength properties that support loading, especially as the fibers lengthen beyond the average plowing groove [52, 53].

**Adhesive Bonding**

In an adhesive joint, polymer matrix adherends are more sensitive to interlaminar shearing and tensile stresses than metals [41]. Further, the polymer matrix of the adherend may be weaker than the adhesive bond and the limiting factor to interlaminar shearing and tensile stresses, but fibers dominate material properties and probably reduce the influence of the polymer matrix [41]. As described, occlusal loading at a filling margin would produce greater interlaminar shearing with a low modulus PFC than a much higher modulus amalgam. Greater deflections by the PFC compared to the amalgam next to the much stiffer tooth enamel would then have a far greater tendency to break the PFC adhesive marginal bond. To counteract low modulus polymer matrix material deflections at a metal joint, high modulus fibers are often added to the adhesive [41]. Also, polymer matrix adherends are vulnerable to moisture but metals are not susceptible such that moisture is seen on the adhesive stratum and limited to just the uncovered ends of the metal [41]. Because the chief manner for water adsorption in an FRC is through the polymer matrix by diffusion, chopped fibers in a mat carrier are frequently placed by pressure in adhesives to act as moisture barriers and prevent direct moisture uptake into the polymer bond [41]. In addition, microcracking caused by polymer matrix strain deflections increases the rate of moisture ingress and amount of moisture adsorbed [41, 42]. With increasing polarity of the polymer chain, moisture adsorption likewise increases chiefly by diffusion where water molecules go into the polymer and exist in locations between polymer chains that become more separated [54]. As a result, water creates polymer chains that are less entangled and more free to move causing the polymer to soften by plasticization and further hydrolyze [42, 54-56] with a reduction of polymer mechanical properties like strength, modulus and fracture toughness [42, 55, 56]. Polymer mechanical properties can lower even more with moisture due to the presence of voids [55]. Polymer hydrophilic tendencies to adsorb water reduce dental PFC polymer matrix strength following water immersion [57]. Further, dental PFCs have lost significant strength after water storage [43]. Strain-related microcracking of low modulus dental PFCs would also increase moisture adsorption throughout the PFC in addition to the polymer adhesive joint. Recommendations by the American Dental Association not to use dental PFCs in load-bearing areas [9, 38, 39], could be a result of reductions in mechanical strength and other mechanical properties over time due to moisture ingress. Also, deeper larger fillings with more surfaces are considered grounds for using amalgam instead of a PFC [58, 59]. As fillings increase in size more margins are susceptible to larger stresses that would deflect a low modulus PFC and cause shear failure to break an adhesive marginal bond. Accordingly, mechanical properties of the PFCs for strengths and fracture toughness that are superior to the amalgam when tested under atmospheric conditions could change significantly by moisture adsorption in an oral environment with a reduction in mechanical properties. The modulus for dentin at 13.7 GPa [60] is similar to dental PFC moduli so that tooth proprioception should limit loading as some safety factor for PFCs when initially placed. However, as PFC modulus is lost by moisture ingress and microcracking, subsequent strain deflection increases may not be limited by the 13.7 GPa dentin modulus safety factor. Generally, enamel modulus of 48-94 GPa [61, 62] may not correspond as well to tooth pain proprioception by dentinal tubules but should play a chief role to accentuate higher modulus differences at the cavity margins during interlaminar shearing and breaking of adhesive bonds with lower modulus materials. Consequently, FRC quartz fibers with modulus of 72 GPa [7] are considered to have potential in limiting adhesive shear deflections when bonded well to tooth margins and filling walls and also act as barriers to moisture [41]. Crack deflections by fibers out of the bond plane can be designed along with placement pressure and reduced polymerization shrinkage stress to increase adhesive bonding [2, 49-51]. With the increased cohesive strength [1-6] and presumably crack deflections out of the bond plane [2], preliminary tests for 9.0 \( \mu \)m diameter 1.0 mm long quartz fibers increased adhesive shear bond strength. Further, advanced new nanofibers have shown 145% improvements in adhesive shear strength that could be even greater by devising mechanical retention locks.
Additional Problems with PFCs

Additional compounding problems that should be considered other than much lower PFC modulus that favor amalgam longevity with regard to failure by secondary caries at the margin can include many additional variables. Increased bacterial adhesion and microbial build-up due to a lack of dental PFC antimicrobial properties [15, 16, 19, 20, 22, 28, 29] do not protect filling margins in a similar manner by well-known and historical silver antimicrobial properties [63-72]. Higher marginal ditching that would collect bacterial plaque from wear of PFCs is compared to lower amalgam wear rates [73]. Microleakage of PFCs from hydrophilic or acidic adhesives without conventional rinses and loss of strength after moisture exposure by hydrophilic polymer diluents is another concern [74-77]. PFC polymerization volumetric shrinkage with internal stresses at the margins can open up an adhesive bond particularly after loading to start microleakage [78]. In addition, moisture polymer degradation within PFCs could reduce most mechanical properties [42, 43, 55-57] to increase each form of material failure such as microcracking, marginal chipping, marginal adhesive debonding, bulk fracture and wear.

Antimicrobial Properties

PFCs have been shown to develop 3.2 times more plaque than amalgam on class II margins [15]. Leachable monomers of dental PFCs [79, 80] have been found capable of supporting bacterial growth [79, 81]. Further, dental PFCs have been seen to promote decay under restorations not seen under amalgams with service following ideal identical conditions [79]. An important well-known advantage for amalgam is silver antimicrobial properties [63-72]. Fortunately, due to high viscosity FRCS have been shown to be a model material to incorporate trioscan antimicrobial since lower viscosity PFCs lose all consistency and turn into a gluey state when triclosan is added [82-84]. Further, the broad-spectrum antimicrobial triclosan acts both as a hydrophobic wetting agent to reduce viscosity during the mixing stage for resin fiber impregnation and as a toughening agent by bond entanglements to toughen the cured polymer with greater flexural and adhesive bond strength [82-84]. The odd alarmist trioscan controversy over bacterial resistance has been unjustifiable without any bacterial resistance reported in over 40 years resulting in recommendations for triclosan use wherever a health benefit is possible [83, 84].

Wear and Roughness

In vivo and in vitro tests have demonstrated that amalgam wears much less than dental PFCs [73]. Original PFC wear problems were significantly corrected by using nano particulate that did not debond during wear and further sheltered larger particulate in microhybrid materials [37, 85]. However, although PFCs as 100% nano particulate wear better such composites are weak and fail microhybrid materials [37, 85]. However, although PFCs as 100% debond during wear and further sheltered larger particulate in microhybrid materials [37, 85]. However, although PFCs as 100% debond during wear and further sheltered larger particulate in microhybrid materials [37, 85]. However, although PFCs as 100% debond during wear and further sheltered larger particulate in microhybrid materials [37, 85]. However, although PFCs as 100% debond during wear and further sheltered larger particulate in microhybrid materials [37, 85]. However, although PFCs as 100% debond during wear and further sheltered larger particulate in microhybrid materials [37, 85]. However, although PFCs as 100% debond during wear and further sheltered larger particulate in microhybrid materials [37, 85]. However, although PFCs as 100% debond during wear and further sheltered larger particulate in microhybrid materials [37, 85]. However, although PFCs as 100% debond during wear and further sheltered larger particulate in microhybrid materials [37, 85]. However, although PFCs as 100% debond during wear and further sheltered larger particulate in microhybrid materials [37, 85]. However, although PFCs as 100% debond during wear and further sheltered larger particulate in microhybrid materials [37, 85]. However, although PFCs as 100% debond during wear and further sheltered larger particulate in microhybrid materials [37, 85]. However, although PFCs as 100% debond during wear and further sheltered larger particulate in microhybrid materials [37, 85]. However, although PFCs as 100% debond during wear and further sheltered larger particulate in microhybrid materials [37, 85]. However, although PFCs as 100% debond during wear and further sheltered larger particulate in microhybrid materials [37, 85]. However, although PFCs as 100% debond during wear and further sheltered larger particulate in microhybrid materials [37, 85]. However, although PFCs as 100% debond during wear and further sheltered larger particulate in microhybrid materials [37, 85]. However, although PFCs as 100% debond during wear and further sheltered larger particulate in microhybrid materials [37, 85]. However, although PFCs as 100% debond during wear and further sheltered larger particulate in microhybrid materials [37, 85]. However, although PFCs as 100% debond during wear and further sheltered larger particulate in microhybrid materials [37, 85]. However, although PFCs as 100% debond during wear and further sheltered larger particulate in microhybrid materials [37, 85]. However, although PFCs as 100% debond during wear and further sheltered larger particulate in microhybrid materials [37, 85]. However, although PFCs as 100% debond during wear and further sheltered larger particulate in microhybrid materials [37, 85]. However, although PFCs as 100% debond during wear and further sheltered larger particulate in microhybrid materials [37, 85]. However, although PFCs as 100% debond during wear and further sheltered larger particulate in microhybrid materials [37, 85]. However, although PFCs as 100% debond during wear and further sheltered larger particulate in microhybrid materials [37, 85]. However, although PFCs as 100% debond during wear and further sheltered larger particulate in microhybrid materials [37, 85]. However, although PFCs as 100% debond during wear and further sheltered larger particulate in microhybrid materials [37, 85]. However, although PFCs as 100% debond during wear and further sheltered larger particulate in microhybrid materials [37, 85]. However, although PFCs as 100% debond during wear and further sheltered larger particulate in microhybrid materials [37, 85]. However, although PFCs as 100% debond during wear and further sheltered larger particulate in microhybrid materials [37, 85]. However, although PFCs as 100% debond during wear and further sheltered larger particulate in microhybrid materials [37, 85]. However, although PFCs as 100% debond during wear and further sheltered larger particulate in microhybrid materials [37, 85]. However, although PFCs as 100% debond during wear and further sheltered larger particulate in microhybrid materials [37, 85]. However, although PFCs as 100% debond during wear and further sheltered larger particulate in microhybrid materials [37, 85]. However, although PFCs as 100% debond during wear and further sheltered larger particulate in microhybrid materials [37, 85]. However, although PFCs as 100% debond during wear and further sheltered larger particulate in microhybrid materials [37, 85]. However, although PFCs as 100% debond during wear and further sheltered larger particulate in microhybrid materials [37, 85]. However, although PFCs as 100% debond during wear and further sheltered larger particulate in microhybrid materials [37, 85]. However, although PFCs as 100% debond during wear and further sheltered larger particulate in microhybrid materials [37, 85]. However, although PFCs as 100% debond during wear and further sheltered larger particulate in microhybrid materials [37, 85]. However, although PFCs as 100% debond during wear and further sheltered larger particulate in microhybrid materials [37, 85]. However, although PFCs as 100% debond during wear and further sheltered larger particulate in microhybrid materials [37, 85]. However, although PFCs as 100% debond during wear and further sheltered larger particulate in microhybrid materials [37, 85]. However, although PFCs as 100% debond during wear and further sheltered larger particulate in microhybrid materials [37, 85]. However, although PFCs as 100% debond during wear and further sheltered larger particulate in microhybrid materials [37, 85]. However, although PFCs as 100% debond during wear and further sheltered larger particulate in microhybrid materials [37, 85]. However, although PFCs as 100% debond during wear and further sheltered larger particulate in microhybrid materials [37, 85]. However, although PFCs as 100% debond during wear and further sheltered larger particulate in microhybrid materials [37, 85]. However, although PFCs as 100% debond during wear and further sheltered larger particulate in microhybrid materials [37, 85]. However, although PFCs as 100% debond during wear and further sheltered larger particulate in microhybrid materials [37, 85]. However, although PFCs as 100% debond during wear and further sheltered larger particulate in microhybrid materials [37, 85]. However, although PFCs as 100% debond during wear and further sheltered larger particulate in microhybrid materials [37, 85]. However, although PFCs as 100% debone...
Figure 3. SEMs Table 1 mechanical test fracture samples (A) PFC 3M Z100® always at complete fracture through test sample 30X. (B) PFC 3M Z100® with 30 wt% 0.5 mm fibers 30X. (C) PFC 3M Z100® with 30 wt% 1.0 mm fibers 30X. (D) PFC 3M Z100® with 30 wt% 2.0 mm fibers 30X. (E) PFC 3M Z100® with 30 wt% 3.0 mm fibers 30X. (F) FRC showing fibers internal to a crack with fiber fracture in addition to fiber bridging of the crack and fiber pullout that help hold the crack together to reduce crack width and crack propagation, scale bar 100 μm 200X.

Technique Sensitive Concerns for PFCs
Regarding clinical filling placement, dental PFCs are considered technique sensitive in posterior teeth [59, 88] that appears to be a chief cause of failure during the first five years, but secondary caries becomes the main failure after five years [89]. The amalgam filling is considered to be much easier to use than the dental PFC [90-96]. Dental PFCs have been estimated to take twice as long to complete as a comparable amalgam [91]. The dental PFC exists in a tacky paste state between a lightly flowable and a barely condensable material while current dental resins are characterized by an inherent sticky adhesion to packing instruments that can interfere with their placement in dental restorations creating perceptible voids [97]. Technique sensitive problems of concern commonly expressed when placing dental PFCs due to the low viscosity consistency include the occurrence statistically significantly much higher loads than the dental PFC for all mechanical properties. As fibers lengthen the cracks hold together better with larger reductions in crack dimensions that become scarcely visible fiber observations by SEMs [2, 4]. FRC bulk molding compounds formed as rolls of fiber in a thickened resin matrix are accepted industrially to make small components where the resin is forced under pressure away from the internal bulk with fibers to cover the containing mold walls producing parts after curing with extremely fine surfaces smoother than PFC. As an example from dental FRC atomic force microscopy (AFM) characterization, a bent fiber partially broken from a forceful mixing process adapts to the mold surface and further allows PFC matrix to squeeze around the fiber completely to eventually produce a cured surface with surface roughness (Ra) of just 16 nanometers, Figure 4. Further, FRCs machine much smoother than ceramic dental material intended for computer aided design/computer aided manufacturing (CAD/CAM) crowns [87], Figure 5.

Figure 4. AFM for unpolished surface of FRC with PFC matrix consolidated completely all around a broken fiber. Ra is still only 16 nm for the roughest area on the entire sample surface.
of voids in the class II proximal box [40, 98-102] and poor reestablishment of the interproximal contact [90, 92, 94-96, 98, 103-114]. Also, class II PFC overhangs are a difficult problem to detect due to low radiopacity of thin excess polymerized hard material and bonding resin extending beyond the gingival margin [6, 90, 115]. In fact, plaque accumulated 3.2X more frequently for PFC than amalgams on class II margins [15] and recurrent caries occurred 5.4X more often with PFCs than amalgams at the gingival margin [24]. On the other hand, FRCs increase viscosity consistency substantially over PFCs and can consolidate under pressure with resin, monomers and particulate squeezed from the bulk when packed into a cavity to eliminate the larger macroscopic voids seen on PFC x-rays [6, 51]. In related development FRC consolidation pressure is expected to help infiltrate hydrophobic resin adhesive bond systems and strengthening nanofibers into tooth mechanical retention areas. Further, fibers at least Lc increase cohesive strength [2, 6] while in strengthening nanofibers into tooth mechanical retention areas. Infiltrate hydrophobic resin adhesive bond systems and development FRC consolidation pressure is expected to help macroscopic voids seen on PFC x-rays [6, 51]. In related development FRC consolidation pressure is expected to help infiltrate hydrophobic resin adhesive bond systems and strengthening nanofibers into tooth mechanical retention areas. Further, fibers at least Lc increase cohesive strength [2, 6] while in preliminary tests 1.0 mm 9.0 μm diameter fibers appear to deflect cracks away from the bond plane for increased adhesive strength. In addition, fibers at least 2X Lc pack parallel to the bond and occlusal planes to wear extremely smooth [51]. Comparisons for clinical handling are shown by materials in tubes forced out as low-viscosity sticky PFC or thickened consistency easy-to-pack FRC, Figure 6.

Figure 5. SEMs of CAD/CAM crowns and margins (A) FRC with smooth margins (B) Procad® ceramic with rough margins showing machining striations and edge chipping.

Figure 6. (A) low viscosity sticky dental PFC paste (B) thickened consistency with FRC molding compound.

Vooids

Problems with voids were of such concern that the American Dental Association Council of Dental Materials recommended in 1980 standards be made for x-ray radiopacity in class II restorations in order to identify “major voids” [99]. Voids in composites are generally overlooked until an x-ray is taken at a later time. Increased leakage at the class II gingival margin due to a void increases bacterial leakage with pain often mentioned by the patient [40]. Further, class II restorations have produced failures by dental students at a rate 10X greater for dental PFC composites than amalgams with voids charted as one of the main problems [100]. PFC voids usually combine in the hybrid layer of dentin as porosities at the gingival margins [101]. Also, voids reduced adhesive bond strength in class II PFC restorations [102]. In terms of moisture lowering polymer matrix mechanical properties, if enough voids occur mechanical properties of the polymer matrix can be reduced even more [55]. For experimental testing in regard to quantifying reduced void defects, 3M Corp Z100® PFC and DenMat Marathon® PFC were compared to FRCs as chopped fibers incorporated into Z100® or DenMat® and packed at 1-2 mm in depth into a 6 mm diameter circular well used for a related polymerization shrinkage tests [51]. Group I consisted of 45 PFC commercial composite samples and Group II included 31 samples of the same commercial pastes but incorporated by hand mixing with average 9.2 wt% 9.0 μm diameter 3 mm chopped fibers. In the bench-top laboratory study observable surface voids were measured for combined diameters in each photocured sample. Results showed that FRCs greatly and significantly statistically reduced the average combined sample void sizes compared to similar PFCs p<0.00001 [51], Figure 7. Further, consolidation with pressure using FRCs eliminates voids in the proximal box observed radiographically in non-clinical typodont tests compared to sticky low viscosity PFCs that are difficult to pack, Figure 8 of PFC voids. Inability to consolidate dental PFCs contributes to both larger void defects in the proximal box in addition to porosity that undermines the adhesive bond at the gingival margin [101, 102]. Consequently, radiographic results of 14,140 class II fillings that show caries was detected interproximally 5.4 times more frequently in PFCs than in amalgams [24] can be explained in part by PFC packing defects from voids and porosity that reduce bond strength and support bacterial growth due to gingival margin flaws as in Figure 8.

Figure 7. Chart for average total void diameters in millimeters for a sample comparing commercial dental PFCs with the same PFCs but with 3.0 mm fibers added at an average of 9.2 wt% (p<0.00001).

Figure 8. X-ray of typodont for class II PFCs top and bottom with voids identified by arrows on the lower arch.

OOverhangs

Radiographic examination of 14,140 interproximal surfaces that gave results showing a 5.4X excess of interproximal recurrent
caries at the gingival margin for dental PFCs compared to amalgam [24] can further be explained in part due to a polymeric material overhang [6]. The PFC overhang is the result of unmanageable low viscosity excess PFC material that runs between the matrix band and the gingival margin that is difficult to seal complete with a wedge. A wedge seal for a much higher consistency amalgam will not suffice for a PFC that has a tendency to flow even without any pressure that resulted in the overhang below the gingival margin on a typodont tooth, Figure 9. By comparison a typodont is a far easier model to place a filling compared to management in a clinical setting. Further PFC overhangs are difficult to detect whereas amalgams are easy to identify radiographically and by thin explorer [90]. Following polymerization of the PFC, the overhang material is completely hardened and cannot easily be removed [6, 90]. Consequently, the overhang can collect bacteria as another source for recurrent caries. In a typodont study comparing different class II matrix techniques with 240 teeth in 12 groups, regardless of the most careful placement methods the complete deterrence of an overhang was considered almost without solution [115]. Conversely, the FRCs have greater consistency than an amalgam requiring even higher condensation forces for packing than an amalgam [51] and FRCs can also be incrementally photocured. As a result, the gingival class II margin can be initially positioned with a small layer of FRC carefully placed with wedge to seal the gap between the tooth and matrix band and cleaned with an explorer at the tooth gingival margin surface before photocopolymerization cure. With the first light FRC layer cured and the gingival margin sealed by tight wedging properly subsequent higher packing forces can be applied during incremental filling of the cavity. In addition to the runny low viscosity PFC problem of producing a class II gingival overhang, radiolucent and much lower viscosity photocure bonding agent can pool and also be difficult to control by wedge sealing the matrix band at the gingival class II margin.

Figure 9. Overhang of PFC that squeezed under the wedged matrix band before photocuring and photocured hard as rougher thin deposit defect.

**Interproximal Contact and Packing Forces**

Because of low viscosity and weak consistency dental PFCs cannot pack during material insertion with condensation forces of adequate magnitude similar to the amalgam that often prevents reestablishment of the interproximal contact in a class II filling [90, 92, 94-96, 98, 103-114]. Light or open contacts were found in 24% of a class II PFC investigation [18]. Conversely, with FRCs the interproximal contact can be inserted with greater pressure even than an amalgam for larger interproximal contact areas placed between teeth, Table 3. A laboratory typodont model using plastic teeth was established to measure the interproximal contact comparing 3M Corp. Z100® PFC, Z100® PFC with 9.2 wt% 3 mm length quartz fibers and Kerr Tytin® Firm Condensation (FC) amalgam [51]. Peak condensation forces were recorded during each incremental filling placement from a condensing instrument attached to an Omega force gauge, calibrated through National Institute of Technology traceable standards. Condensation and packing was completed only through the three restorative materials being tested without penetrating down onto the hard typodont tooth plastic. Embrasure margins were evened flush, but ideal contours were sacrificed, maximizing each interproximal contact area to best equalize testing of every contact measurement for the different filling materials. The assumption that extra material or larger over-contoured contact areas will be easier in a clinical situation to finish back into perfect conformation are preferred rather than risk the undesirable formation of questionable under-contoured contact areas that may need to be replaced.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample Groups</th>
<th>Interproximal Contact (mm)*</th>
<th>Condensation Force (Newtons)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Uncut tooth</td>
<td>11.3 (±0.8)</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3MZ100®</td>
<td>11.2 (±1.3)</td>
<td>10.36 (±3.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z100®+9.2 wt% Quartz</td>
<td>14.6 (±1.0)</td>
<td>32.92 (±3.38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tytin® FC Alloy 11.7 (±1.0)</td>
<td>24.29 (±3.14)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Combined averages for both mesial and distal contact circumferences

Interproximal contact measurement was accomplished by first placing dental floss through the contact at the occlusal marginal ridges. The floss was subsequently wrapped around the interproximal contact circumference area securely and marked with a pen at the point where the floss cord crosses at the occlusal marginal ridge. Figure 10. After the floss was extended and withdrawn under the contact, the floss was drawn straight where the two ink marks were then measured at their center points using an electronic micrometer. The addition of 3 mm length quartz fiber at a 9.2 wt% average to the Z100® PFC could statistically significantly achieve larger interproximal contact circumferences than the 3M Corp. Z100® PFC and also superior contact circumferences than the high viscosity Tytin® FC amalgam (p<0.001). Further, the addition of 3 mm length quartz fiber at a 9.2 wt% average to the Z100® PFC could statistically achieve higher condensation forces than the 3M Corp. Z100® PFC and also superior condensation forces than the high viscosity Tytin® FC amalgam (p<0.001). Also, Tytin® FC significantly statistically increased the interproximal contact circumferences over the 3M Corp Z100® (p<0.01) and condensation forces (p<0.001). Further, from Table I the addition of 28.2 vol% or 30 wt% 3 mm length fiber into a similar 3M Corp. Z100® PFC could easily be achieved that should provide much higher condensation forces than the FRCs at 9.2 wt%.

The interproximal contact is considered to be a primary objective for all dental restorations [113, 116-119]. When defining the interproximal contact, a contact area should be present that is not satisfied by a point [120, 121]. The interproximal contact should be sufficiently tight so that considerable tension is required to pass dental floss through between adjacent teeth [120]. If an interproximal contact is too loose and not sufficiently tight with proper contact strength, food wedging and foodstuff impaction can occur [121-124]. If the interproximal contact is adequately tight enough to oppose separation during mastication food impaction will not occur [120, 122]. Weak interproximal contacts are also correlated with increased risk for caries [121]. Food impaction from open interproximal contacts often creates pain [121, 124], especially when fibers from food are wedged interproximally that are a
Food impaction is most often experienced with open contacts that cause pocket depths to be greatest when compared to tight contacts [122, 124] and also increases attachment loss [124]. Further, food impaction from open contacts can result in tooth mobility [121, 122, 124]. Consequently, open contacts might need to be closed to alleviate food impaction [123] and other problems such as pain and tooth mobility and possible recurrent caries.

In associated work progress, extremely high FRC adhesively applied packing forces with much higher resistance from the underlying hard tooth bonding surface might be limited only by clinical skill so that hydrophobic resin systems, nanoparticulate and nanofibers can be squeezed by operator pressure into mechanical adhesive retention sites from the core fibers. Fibers at 9 um diameters with 2.0 mm lengths and greater planarize flat onto tooth surfaces [1, 6, 51, 125]. However, fibers 1.0 mm and lower or nanofibers appear to align somewhat out of plane to divert crack deflections away from the bond plane and increase adhesive strength during interlaminar shear bond testing. Increased fiber lengths significantly and at great measure increase all mechanical properties that include fracture toughness at all levels, Table 1 [6]. Consequently, high packing forces will be examined to align and extrude increased nanofiber lengths into dentinal tubules for increased adhesive interlaminar shear bond strength. Also, along the cavity margins monomer, resin and particulate are squeezed away from the FRC with adhesive at the surface to seal the bond with a high concentration of insoluble high-strength pure quartz fibers and nanofibers with particulate [1, 6]. The high concentration of insoluble fibers and particulate at the cavity margin is then expected to attain a permanent seal as a thin FRC adhesive bond moisture barrier [41, 126]. Once the margins are sealed with insoluble fibers, the cavity can subsequently be incrementally cured with FRC molding compound to complete the filling. As previously mentioned, high FRC viscosity provides abilities to incorporate triclosan antimicrobial that can destroy all PFC consistency into a sticky gluey state so that packing become impossible [82-84]. Further, higher FRC viscosity with increased packing pressure allows the addition of the relatively low-viscosity vinyl ester oligomer ethoxylated bis phenol A dimethacrylate (BisEMA) resin [127]. BisEMA increases the hydrophobicity with lower polarity of the molecular chain for improved moisture resistance [127, 128]. BisEMA low resin viscosity of 860 cps subsequently requires addition of a cure-type crosslinker monomer triethylene glycol dimethacrylate (TEGDMA) with viscosity of just 8 cps [127].

Table 4. Viscosity for Different Vinyl Ester Resin Systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resin or Monomer or Mixtures</th>
<th>Concentration(s)</th>
<th>Viscosity (cps)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BisGMA Resin*</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>700,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BisEMA Resin*</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEGDMA Monomer*</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BisGMA:TEGDMA*</td>
<td>80:20</td>
<td>7000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BisGMA:TEGDMA*</td>
<td>50:50</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BisEMA:TEGDMA*</td>
<td>85:15</td>
<td>465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BisEMA:TEGDMA*</td>
<td>75:25</td>
<td>226.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BisEMA:TEGDMA*</td>
<td>50:50</td>
<td>57.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Estech Corporation at 25°C; †Peter M Walsh UAB at 20°C; Viscosities are generally measured between 20°C and 25°C probably due to the water reference of 1.0 cps at 21°C.

Summary and Conclusion

FRCs above \( L_0 \) can provide vastly statistically significant improvements over PFCs in all mechanical properties for flexural strength, yield strength, modulus, resilience, WOF, \( S_{ls} \), and \( K_{ls} \). Further, FRC molding compounds with fibers above \( L_0 \) extensively improve all mechanical properties over the amalgam except modulus. In addition, the PFC showed increases for all mechanical properties over the amalgam except modulus. Consequently, modulus is a mechanical property that can help explain increased failure of PFCs compared to amalgam where secondary caries is the chief failure mechanism for both materials. Lower PFC modulus would result in increased adhesive bond failure due to greater interlaminar shearing with the high modulus tooth enamel filling margins compared to higher modulus amalgam. Preliminary wear testing for FRCs with fibers above \( L_0 \) resulted in the normal three-body wear less than enamel to diminish the likelihood of forming marginal trenches that could collect bacteria as an issue in secondary caries seen with both PFCs and amalgam. Further, FRCs with fibers above \( L_0 \) can pack with forces higher than the amalgam to prevent the formation of voids in the proximal box that often occur with PFCs and also reestablish interproximal contacts better than PFCs or amalgam. Because the FRC has the ability to pack with significant high pressure future work will examine pressure infiltration by monomer, resin and nanofibers into dentin for improved mechanical retention expected to help increase adhesive bonding strengths. Consequently, the hydrophilic monomers or possible acid necessary for hydrophilic capillary infiltration could be eliminated entirely. Pressure application will also study sealing cavity margins with a concentration of high strength insoluble fibers where monomer, resin and particulate are expressed from the mass. In addition, FRCs can easily incorporate the hydrophobic triclosan antimicrobial and pack strong without gluey loss of consistency that occurs with PFCs. Also, FRCs can aid in adding hydrophobic low-viscosity BisEMA resin to replace extremely high viscosity BisGMA resin to improve moisture resistance. Consequently, by numerous improved exceptional designing-related properties FRCs with fibers above \( L_0 \) provide an opportunity to replace PFCs and amalgam alloys for many dental restorations.
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